
OASIS MQTT Technical Committee

Minutes of the April face-to-face TC meeting held on Tuesday 12th

April 2016 

face-to-face &
Teleconference meeting

Attendees:

Andrew Banks
Ken Borgendale
Ed Briggs
Richard Coppen
Ian Craggs
Konstantin Dotchkoff
Rahul Gupta
Alex Kritikos
Shawn McAllister
Peter Niblett
Nicholas O'Leary
Brian Raymor
Andy Stanford-Clark

Agenda:

Agenda:

• Roll call & Introductions
• Approve agenda
• Approve minutes from last meeting
• > https://www.oasis-

open.org/apps/org/workgroup/mqtt/download.php/57916/MQTT_f2f_
TC_minutes_11042016.pdf <

• Voting rights update
• Recharter review and next steps (Chet)
• Workshop Day two (Richard Coppen)
• AOB
• Wrap-up & Close

Richard Coppen completes the Roll Call
Note: Quorum achieved

*Reminder Please use the 'raise hand' feature in the SOAP hub 
session (also useful during the 'call for late joiners') Please 
try to remember to say your name before you speak; this helps in 
preparing the minutes
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*Approve Agenda
Richard Coppen presents agenda to TC - no objections, TC approve.

*Approve Minutes from last meeting
Richard Coppen: Minutes from last meeting > https://www.oasis-
open.org/apps/org/workgroup/mqtt/download.php/57916/MQTT_f2f_TC_mi
nutes_11042016.pdf < no objections. TC approve.

*Voting rights update
Richard Coppen: following meeting 11.04.2016

Peter Niblett group role has been changed to Voting Member
Andy Stanford-Clark group role has been changed to Voting Member

Richard Coppen: *Current roster (with voting status) > 
https://www.oasis-
open.org/apps/org/workgroup/mqtt/members/roster.php <

*Voting Rights for face-to-face session
The TC has agreed that we will update the voting rights at the end
of each TC call during the F2F meeting, and the F2F meeting will 
count as a single block for voting rights.

*Recharter review and next steps (Chet)

*Workshop Day two (Richard Coppen)

Richard presents the face-to-face kick-off material
> https://www.oasis-
open.org/apps/org/workgroup/mqtt/download.php/57907/MQTT_April16_f
ace2face.pdf <

*AOB

None

*Wrap-up TC teleconference call and close

Shawn McAllister

*Face-to-face Day one

High Level Summary:

• Recharter: Document review with Chet.
• TC approve charter wording.
• Jira reviews

◦ Peter provides update on shared MQTT-234.
◦ Ken presents MQTT-255 (Alternate authentication mechanisms)
◦ Andrew Banks presents working draft of Metadata (Connect, 

Connack and Publish)
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◦ Konstantin presents MQTT-276 large scale
◦ Reviewed MQTT-263 - simplified session management
◦ General review of Jira on input list – comments and 

proposals updated

Soaphub log:

Richard Coppen1: Agenda:

Roll call & Introductions
Approve agenda
Approve minutes from last meeting
> https://www.oasis-
open.org/apps/org/workgroup/mqtt/download.php/57916/MQTT_f2f_TC_minutes_11042016
.pdf <
Voting rights update
Recharter review and next steps (Chet)
Workshop Day two (Richard Coppen)
AOB
Wrap-up & Close

Richard Coppen1: Agenda, no objections. TC approve

Richard Coppen1: Minutes from last meeting, no objections. TC approve

Richard Coppen1: Voting rights update:

Richard Coppen1: Andy Stanford-Clark gains voting rights

Richard Coppen1: Peter Niblett gains voting rights

Nick OLeary: Latest copy of the charter: https://www.oasis-
open.org/apps/org/workgroup/mqtt/document.php?document_id=57920

Nick OLeary: On the TC call, we walk through the recharter doc that uses the new
template

Nick OLeary: Chet provides feedback on some of the sections.

Nick OLeary: Verified we're on safe ground to make the statement on having a CSD
before the 2016 - whilst it doesn't look to be at risk, there's no adverse 
result should it not happen

Richard Coppen1: Straw poll to move forward and approve motion based on latest 
charter doc > https://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/mqtt/document.php?
document_id=57920 <

Nick OLeary: 100% agreement of all voting members on the TC call to move forward
with a motion on this charter

Richard Coppen1: I move to approve the Chair requesting that TC Administration 
hold a Special Majority Ballot to approve the revised charter contained in > 
https://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/mqtt/document.php?
document_id=57920 <

Peter Niblett2: (2)(a) Identification of similar or applicable work that is 
being done in other OASIS TCs or by other organizations:
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The CoAP work at IETF includes shares some protocol characteristics in common 
with MQTT that should be complementary in sensor network configurations.

The Eclipse M2M Industry Working Group supports open source implementations of 
this protocol and may be interested in supporting standardized versions.

The OASIS AMQP Technical Committee has released a specification that provides 
for transaction and publish & subscribe messaging between autonomous businesses,
departments and applications using an open protocol for enterprise middleware.  
This MQTT TC complements the AMQP TC by providing a means by which sensors, 
control systems, embedded systems and mobile devices can publish and subscribe 
low-level, technically-orientated data. There is natural affinity to bridge MQTT
with AMQP, so as to connect telemetry with enterprise applications.

Nick OLeary: Chet's feedback was to copy and paste the prior material into 
section 2a. The commend above from Peter is said text.

Nick OLeary: Brian is currently incorporating that into the charter and 
uploading a new version. Once we have the url for that version, we'll take the 
special majority ballot

Rahul Gupta: https://www.oasis-
open.org/apps/org/workgroup/mqtt/download.php/57921/MQTT%20Recharter.docx

Nick OLeary: New doc link https://www.oasis-
open.org/apps/org/workgroup/mqtt/document.php?document_id=57921

Richard Coppen1: I move to approve the Chair requesting that TC Administration 
hold a Special Majority Ballot to approve the revised charter contained in > 
https://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/mqtt/download.php/57921/MQTT
%20Recharter.docx <

Richard Coppen1: No objections, Unanimous

Nick OLeary: We review yesterday's activities - as detailed in the minutes 
linked above

Nick OLeary: - call to action to the TC: review the proposed return codes for 
the various new acks/nacks to get a consolidated list we can review and 
incorporate

Nick OLeary: - discussed shared subs - got a common understanding of the 
requirement and the mechanism

Nick OLeary: For reference - the list of jiras under consideration: 
https://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/mqtt/document.php?
document_id=57904

Shawn McAllister: Thanks for the pointer to the jiras Nick.

Shawn McAllister: just one question while you guys are working: what is the 
color coding scheme?  eg. for request/reply its white - is there something 
imminent i need to do or do i just need to progress the current doc inline with 
new metadata and other related changes?

Richard Coppen1: Hi Shawn, colours....

Richard Coppen1: I marked green for those with fairly well developed proposals

edbriggs: There is an open question on Flow Control regarding whether or not to 
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implement flow control for QoS 0. Ed Briggs requests we review this if time 
permits.

Richard Coppen1: Yellow, was those that got updated just before the f2f

Richard Coppen1: Orange, we wanted to discuss it to help with the proposal

Shawn McAllister: got it - thank you. In that case, I think request/reply should
be green in that there is quite a detailed proposal available - minus the exact 
packet encoding which i needed to wait on the metadata work for. True we might 
not have agreement on the proposal, but one does exist and it is detailed.  
Probably doesnt change anything but that would be my view from a status pov

Richard Coppen1: Thanks Shawn, if you haven't already could you update the Jira 
to link to the doc

Richard Coppen1: I'm marking it up now and will update

Shawn McAllister: yes - I will do that - no problem.

Shawn McAllister: thanks for updating the color - g2g.

Brian Raymor: Peter presented his email summary on shared subscriptions and will
add to the MQTT-234. Ken noted that Mixed QoS needs

Brian Raymor: to be added to pending issues.

Brian Raymor: Ken presents proposal for MQTT-255 (Alternate authentication 
mechanisms). <need pointer to slide set>

Brian Raymor: Konstantin - the proposal needs to address renegotiation/refresh 
for token expiration.

akritikos: Andy SC: With regards to your SAML question: 
http://tools.ietf.org/id/draft-cantor-ietf-sasl-saml-ec-00.html

Brian Raymor: Ken to update MQTT-255 slides based on comments and upload.

andysc: @akritikos thanks 

Brian Raymor: Andrew Banks presented an updated working draft that illustrated a
mechanism for adding "metadata" to CONNECT, CONNACK, PUBLISH.

Brian Raymor: This addresses the discussion @ https://issues.oasis-
open.org/browse/MQTT-256?
focusedCommentId=62192&page=com.atlassian.jira.plugin.system.issuetabpanels:comm
ent-tabpanel#comment-62192

Brian Raymor: ... end of variable header

Brian Raymor: If there is a packet type that requires both return code and 
metadata, then the return code precedes the optional metadata.

Nick OLeary: We discuss the Disconnect return codes; once we have the definitive
list of what RCs we want to add, there is a second step to define in which 
conditions the Will message will get sent

Richard Coppen: break for lunch
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Richard Coppen: Ed Briggs introduces flow control

edbriggs: Plan for Flow Control is Ed Briggs will write up a more formal 
proposal. QoS 0 Flow Control is not provided.   We will discuss related items, 
such as how to handle flow control violations, on a subsequent call or meeting.

Richard Coppen: Konstantin presents on MQTT-276 large scale

Brian Raymor: Re: Flow Control - Ken also suggested opening a separate "futures"
issue for flow control QoS 0.

Brian Raymor: (Konstantin is updating his slides in real-time to capture 
comments.)

Brian Raymor: MQTT-276 slides with comments - https://www.oasis-
open.org/apps/org/workgroup/mqtt/download.php/57926/MQTT-276%20Proposal%20-
%20April%202016.pdf

Richard Coppen: Richard walks through remaining jiras on input list

Nick OLeary: A discussion around MQTT-263 - simplified session management. 
Richard summarised the outcome in a comment
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